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ABSTRACT

.5 GOALS

Lateral irtrusions spend most of their lifetime in a quasi-steady, finite-amplitude state, in
which the vertical scale and salinity amplitude do not change. I wish to understand the finite-
amplitude dynamics of lateral intrusions well enough to be able to predict their scale and intensity
on the basis of large-scale property gradients, and therefore to be able to parameterise the lateral
fluxes of heat, salt, and momentum due to lateral intrusive mixing.

OBJECT

The long-term goal of this project is to make predictions of lateral salt, heat, and angular
momentum transports in FINITE-AMPLITUDE intrusive mixing. Existing models of intrusive
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features are linearized, and thcrefore cannot predict the amplitude and structure of intrusion. which
should predominate after several growth periods have elapsed.

Mcddy "Sharon" was tracked for two y'ears :ind surve.ed four titUes by a diverse array of
instrulments. The high-salinity core of this salt lens was mixed into the background, and tile
velocity field dissipated, by lateral mixing associated with thernol line intrtusions. We will
discover the dynamical mechanisms by which these intrusions operate, and develop models which
attempt to predict the structure and rates of transport in finite-amplitude intmisions. It shoti l soon
be possible to construct a dynamical picture of intousive mixing which links the niesoscale changes
ot the Meddy to the observable microscale vertical mixing and dissipation.

A', PPlR( )A CI I

Detailed analysis and space-time mapping ot the lropcrties of' these Inilusiols. pnlu
comparison with dynamical theories of intrusive mixing, will give new insights into the dyil:,,lics
of intrusions, and focus attention on the mechanisms which matter most to the locatl dynamllics.
Exploration of these dynamics through simple numenical noxlels and related theoretical calctilations
will explore the finite-amplitude processes which serve to limit the amplitude and control tile Iileral
fluxes of the intrusions. We especially in tend to learn inore about the role of frictional c tiplitl!
betwcen layers in modifying the "triple-diffusive'" lateral transports ot moilCllt im.

TASKS

The analysis and mapping of tile intrusions is essentially complete, and different sectios
and surveys are being compared to look for azinluthal and temporal variations in intrusion
properties. Theoretical work on the slopes demanded by different dynamical driving nechianisls
is complete, as is comparisons with observed intrusion slopes. Numerical modelling of intrusions
is just beginning: the conceptual model is mapped out, and a search is beginning for the most
appropriate numerical methods for the task.

RESULTS

The mapping of intrusion properties and comparison with dynamical theories has revealed
that:
(1.) the intrusion vertical wavelength is consistently shorter (longer) in the tipper ('lower) pail ol
the Meddy. (Figure 1).
(2.) the vertical salinity gradient variance is spatially well-correlated with the lateral salinity
gradient, and moves inward with the salinity front as the Meddy is eroded.
(3.) warm, saline intrusions slope down (up) across isopycnals in tile upper (lower) part of the
Meddy as they extend radially outward. This pattern is consistent with driving by double-diffusive
convection, and is inconsistent with the McIntyre (1971) mechanism, except for the unlikely case
of Prandtl number less than 1. (Ruddick, 1990 a,b). (Figure 2.)
(4.) the observed slope of these intrusions and the calculated Richarson number of the Meddy
are such that the McIntyre (1971) mechanism can not supply energy to the intrusions. (Ruddick.
1990 b)
(5.) A statistically significant correlation has been observed between the intrusion-scale
perturbations of salinity (spiciness) and density. This correlation changes sign at precisely the
place where the intrusion slope changes sign, indicating that the correlations are real and not
instrumental in origin.
(6.) The observed density-spice correlations are consistent with driving of intrusions by double-
diffusively induced density perturbations, and are inconsistent with the McIntyre (1971)
mechanism. (Ruddick, 1991).
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Thec observed pattern mid imagnittude of die intrusion slopes5, aIdI( thc correspol-ding ptiern
ol conelatiori between intrusion-scalc enlsity and salinity pertualb.trois rtile out any 0ibIlvo
differemi il diffuision of mss and Irienrumil (the so-called "NIClIINtre 1I nahility") ais a1 posible
driving mchan-ism for thle Meddy Intrusions. *Ilicy completely stiponIti:c modelI of thleniohalinre
intlrusionls driven bv double-diffuisive ver1ilcAI flxes (Ruddick mid 1 lelkri, 1 987). :nd tell uis dra:
In Ohe ulper pain of the Mcddy diffiusive inter-face trantsport is dornli ia. 'Ilre most e xci: ing :tspect
of these% lesults is that by observinrg ire miagi i de of thle slope% aInd (IC nsit pertu IIhat ionl' -whirl.
are driving the inrtr-ision s, we caun estimiate the pressmze gradient forces involved inl thle intru'lsi.on
scaile dynamical balainces, and learn riuci abuixt the frictional retairdin r forces wtihma: :rtail ri
stealdy Stte at fi trite am1plituide.
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